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I have a dream speech lesson plan for elementary

Amani Utipe Dynamics and Timbre Course Designs - Students will use non-thrown percussion instruments to accompany a selected song. Level: 2 to 12Bray of Sound - Students will learn to recognize the sounds of certain musical instruments. Level: K to 3Making Music - This pdf file will teach kids how to create their own music. Level:
PreschoolShake that Shaker - A pdf file for children to learn how to make their own musical instrument using the items found in the house. Level: PreschoolDecorate A drum - Children will have fun making their own drum. Level: Preschool input instruments - Introduction of percussion and exploration of its characteristics. Level: K to
6Homemade Instruments - Offers various resources to teach children how to create their own musical instruments; contains photo guides. Trevor Carpenter/Moment/Getty Images Martin Luther King's I Have a Dream speech was held on August 28, 1963, at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C. The large crowd of civil rights
protesters who participated was in the nation's capital for the March on Jobs and Freedom in Washington. Martin Luther King improvised much of what has become this famous civil rights address. He seemed to read his speech up to a point, and then stopped for a moment. Mahalia Jackson told him, Tell them about the dream. At that
point, the king seemed to abandon his written notes and began to speak extemporaneously. The repeated words I have a dream were part of the impromptu part of the speech. File Photos/File Photos/Getty Images Martin Luther King, Jr. gave his I Have A Dream speech in Washington, D.C., at the March on Washington for Jobs and
Freedom. While he was giving the speech, he was standing on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial. The Washington March on Jobs and Freedom, which took place on August 28, 1963, was a huge success. It galvanized civil rights movements and put pressure on the national government to pass the Civil Rights Act, which languishes in a
divided Congress. More than 200,000 people from many different races attended the rally. In 2003, officials unveiled an inscription on the podium where Dr. King stood giving his speech. Rich Legg/Getty Images There will be times when you will be absent from school due to unforeseen circumstances. To ensure that your class continues
to run smoothly, you'll need to plan ahead by creating contingency course plans. These plans will provide the substitute teacher with what should be covered throughout the It's a good idea to keep these lesson plans in the main office or sign where they are somewhere in your substitute folder. Here are some ideas you can add to your
contingency plan folder: Give a list of written prompts and ask students to use their creative writing skills to develop a story based on the prompt they chose. Give the substitute a few books to to the students and have chosen any of the following activities for the students to complete:Write a paragraph that says which character was your
favorite. Write a paragraph that says what your favorite part of the story was. Discuss a book that was similar to what you just heard. Create a bookmark and include the name of the book, the author, the main character, and an image of an important event that happened in history. Write an extension of the story. Write a new ending to the
story. Write down what you think will happen next in history. Write spelling words in the ABC series. Students answer questions from textbooks that you wouldn't normally have the students' answer to. Give a copy of Harold's book and purple crayon by Crockett Johnson and have students use the ready-made Sketch-to-Stretch strategy to
tell the story again. Students use the letters in their spelling words to make suggestions. For example, if they had the spelling Storm would use the letters to write the sentence, Sally only tried red M&M's. Play bingo with spelling words. Students fold the paper into squares and write a spelling word on each square. Play the game Around
the World by adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, spelling words or states. Play Spelling Transponder. Divide the students into groups (boys vs. girls, rows) then call a spelling word and the first group to write it correctly on the front board gets a point for their group. Play the Dictionary Game Make sure you have enough dictionaries
for all students or at least for groups of two. Then share a worksheet with at least 10 words on it for students to find their meaning and write a sentence about it. Ask students to draw a map of their class and provide a key to it. Make a poster of your favorite book. Include the title, author, main character and main idea of the story. Take
lessons that are simple and easy to do. You never know the experience of the teacher who will be in your class. Make sure the plans cover ALL topics. Your best bet is to have these courses be review courses, because the substitute will have no idea where you are in your curriculum, and you won't know when the emergency will happen.
Include some easy worksheets or Scholastic News magazines that students can read and discuss together as a classroom. Prepare a theme folder for the day and place the related activities in the folder. Ideas for topics are space, errors, etc. Allow the substitute to offer students an extra 15 minutes of free time at the end of the day if the
students behaved appropriately. Switching between the present perfect and the past simple is one of the most difficult aspects for English students. There are a few reasons for this: Students use a language - such as German, French or Italian - which uses the version of the past simple and present perfectly perfect find the difference
between specific past experience (past simple) and general experience (present perfect) difficult. Students speak a language in which tense use is much more relaxed like Japanese. This course focuses on the switch with the first narrowing of the options down to either the present perfect or the past simple. It asks students to first ask
questions about the general experience with never and then tap down into the details with question words like where, when, why etc. Increasingly ad able to switch between this perfect and past simple Number 1 Asking for experiences #2 Writing about experiences Down-in-between to intermediate Start lessons by talking about your own
experiences in a general way. Be careful not to give details about these experiences. In other words, keep the present perfect. I find that topics like travel, education, and hobbies work well. For example: I've been to many countries in my life. I have travelled to Europe and visited France, Germany, Italy and Switzerland. I've also driven a
lot in the United States. In fact, I've driven through nearly 45 states. Ask students to ask you questions about the details of some of your adventures. You may have to model it. However, students hope they will be able to catch quickly and keep it in the past simple. In the table, create a schedule that shows past to present with some of
your adventures. Put question marks over general statements, specific dates over specific statements. Highlight the difference between the two. You can use the time charts on this site as well. Enter the question Have you ever ... for general experience. Consider information questions in the past just to focus on specific experiences.
Model a few question-and-answer exchanges with students switching between Have you ever... followed by information questions When did you ..., Where did you ..., etc. when students answer in the affirmative. Students complete the exercise one with partners or in small groups. It moves around the classroom, listening to these
conversations helping when necessary. To continue, ask students to fill out the worksheet by following the example provided. Move around the room ensuring that students change between this perfect and the simple writing past. Use this perfect with 'Have you ever...' Ask your classmates questions. When your partner answers yes,
follow up with information questions in the past simple. For example: Student 1: Have you ever been to China? Student 2: Yes, I do. 1: When did you get there? Student 2: I went there in 2005.Student 1: Which cities have you visited? Student 2: I visited Beijing and Shanghai. buy a new cartravel in a foreign countryplay
football/football/tennis/golf in a great companyfly over the oceaneat something that made you sikkstudy a foreign stranger Your money, wallet, or snails purseat play an instrument Write a few suggestions on each of these topics. First, start with a sentence using this perfect. Then write a sentence or two giving specific details. For
example: I have learned three languages in my life. I studied German and Italian when I was in college. I also learned French when I visited the country for a three-month French language programme in 1998. Hobbies I've learnedPlaces I've been servedCrazy food that I've eatenI've metStupid things I've bought Signature I've studied
Mentioned speech is also known as indirect speech and is commonly used in oral conversations to report what others have said. A strong understanding of the correct tense use, as well as the ability to correctly shift pronouns and expressions of time, is necessary when using the referenced speech. The use of the referenced speech is
particularly important at higher English levels. Students perfect their communication skills to include the expression of other people's ideas, as well as their own opinions. Students usually need to focus not only on the grammar involved, but also on the production skills. The reported speech involves some rather difficult transformations
that need to be practiced repeatedly before students feel comfortable using the reported speech in daily conversations. Finally, be sure to point out that the speech mentioned is generally used with the verbs say and say in the past. It'll help him with the homework. -&gt; He told me he would help me with my work. However, if the reference
verb is paired at this time, no reported speech changes are required. I'm going to Seattle next week. - &gt; Peter says he's going to Seattle next week. Objective: Development reported speech grammar and production skills Activity: Introduction and written reporting activity, followed by oral practice in the form of a questionnaire Level:
Upper-intermediate Outline: Introduction/review reported speech making simple statements and asking students to report what they have said. Make sure to highlight reporting in the past (i.e., teacher said, NO teacher says) Provide review sheet of principles reported speech transitions (included in lesson print pages) Students get paired
and convert the referenced speech paragraph into the direct speech format. Correct a worksheet as a class. Ask students to split into new pairs and ask each other questions from the questionnaire. Remind them to take notes on what their partners are saying. Have break up in new pairs and ask them to report what they have learned
about the other students to their new partner (that is, John said he had lived in Breubach for two years). Follow-up with class discussion focusing on problematic tense transformations. Carefully study the diagram below. Notice how reported speech is a step back in the past from direct speech. Tense offer offer Speech present simple I
play tennis on Fridays. He said he played tennis on Fridays. continuously watch TV. He said they were watching TV. present perfect He has lived in Portland for ten years. He told me he lived in Portland for ten years. present perfectly continuous I have been working for two hours. He told me he worked for two hours. past simple I visited
my parents in New York. She told me she had visited her parents in New York. past continuous Was preparing dinner at 8 o'clock. He told me they were preparing dinner at 8:00. past perfect I was finished in time. He told me it was over in time. past perfectly continuous Had waited for two hours. He said he waited two hours. I'll see them
tomorrow. He said he'd see them the next day. We're going to fly to Chicago. He told me they were flying to Chicago. Referenced speech time expressions, such as currently, also change when you use the referenced speech. Here are some of the most common changes: right now/now/now -&gt; that moment/that moment we're watching
TV right now. -&gt; He told me they were watching TV at the time. yesterday -&gt; the day before / the day before I bought some groceries yesterday. -&gt; He told me he had bought some groceries the day before. tomorrow -&gt; the next day / the next day I'll be at the party tomorrow. -&gt; He told me he'd be at the party the next day.
Exercise 1: Place the following paragraph in the referenced speech in the conversation format using direct speech (introductory). Peter introduced me to Jack, who said he was glad to meet me. I replied that it was my pleasure and that I was hoping that Jack would enjoy his stay in Seattle. He said he thought Seattle was a beautiful city,
but that it was raining too much. He said he had stayed at the Bayview Hotel for three weeks and that it had not stopped raining since he had arrived. Of course, he said, that wouldn't surprise him if it wasn't for July! Peter replied that he had to bring warmer clothes. He then went on to say that he was going to fly to Hawaii next week, and
he couldn't wait to enjoy some sunny weather. Both Jack and I commented that Peter was indeed lucky. Exercise 2: Ask your partner the following questions making sure to take good notes. After you've finished asking questions, find a new partner and report what you've learned about your first partner using the listed speech. What is
your favorite sport and how long do you play/do it? What are your plans for your next holiday? How long have you known your best friend? Can you give me a description of him? What kind of music do you like? You've always listened. music? What did you do when Were they younger that you don't do anymore? Do you have any
predictions for the future? Can you tell me what you're doing on a typical Saturday afternoon? What did you do yesterday? What two promises will you make about learning English? English?
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